Abstract
eters.
The algorithm is part of a design algorithm for optimal linear dynamic output-feedback controller [2, 3] . Theoret-,_ ical studies of these approaches have been the major ::
concern of researchers in the control field and major r J breakthrough has been made in recent work by Stoor-_J vogel [4, 5] . 
where xi(t) is a n x 1 plant state vector, ui(t) an m x 1 control vector, wi(t) an m' x 1 disturbanceinput vector, F i an n x n state matrix, G i an n x m control distribution matrix and r i an n x m' inputdisturbance distribution matrix.
Measurement
Equations:
where y_(t) is a p x I measurement vector, Hs/ a p x n state-to-measurement distribution matrix, D_u a p x m control-to-measurement distribution matrix
and D_ a p x m' input-disturbance-to-measurement distribution matrix.
Criterion
Equations: 
where wi(t) is a m' x 1 disturbance output vector, H / an m j x n I disturbance output matrix and D / an m _ x m _ direct feedthrough distribution matrix.
State model of the controller C(s) in Figure  1 is that of a linear time-invariant system described by equations (6)- (7) below. Controller State Equations: 
where
and
With these definitions, equations (2), (3) and (7) for
vi(t),v_(t)
and ui(t) become
For a well-posed performance index J(Q), product 
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From equations (21)- (22) and (38)- (41) 
where the matrices AA, Ac and AE are diagonal. 
Usage of thisdecomposition in the calculation of X(t) isshown below. 
4
Alternative Approaches for
Solving

X(t) and Yt4(t)
One rather simple approach is to evaluate
/o'fo°. 
X(t).
With this substitution, we obtain t A Be cq2 
+ (--llN_(At) N
The matrix exponential is simply given by with the final result achievable in m steps,
Step 1 :
Step 2 :
Step m :
Finally, In the next section, wepresent a designproblem wheredegeneracies occurfrequently andtherefore it couldposea seriousdifficultyfor the earlydesign algorithmbased ondiagonalization. Step 0 : ._/lo H J
Step 2 : 14_ = P2141 +141U 2 H_ = H1 J_ = J1
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Step 3 :
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Step j : Step 1 : 2dl = P._o + ./_4oU
Step 2 : ./_42 = P2./(4, + ./(41U 2
Step 3 : Step j :
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